
FOUNDED MAY 1989 

MEETINGS - SECOND  

  SATURDAY OF THE MONTH

NEWSLETTER FOCUS - iPHONES 
     UNIX, CONSOLE AND TERMINAL

What is Darwin? No, not the evolution theory guy. 
Darwin is the guts of the Mac operating system. Darwin came to us via Next Computing’s 
Nextstep operating system which came via the Berkeley Standard Distribution (BSD) of 
UNIX. 
Normally Mac users do not peek into the UNIX underpinnings. But sometimes useful 
information can be found and parameters can be changed if you can access some of the 
operating system. Apple provides two applications, Console and Terminal, to let you do 
UNIX-like stu! such as looking at log files and sending commands. 
We will take a look at the history of Darwin, what you can do with Console and a little of 
what you can do with Terminal.    
Bob has been around forever ;-) He retired from Lockheed-Martin in 2009 and stays out of trouble with 
volunteering at Bryn Mawr Hospital and the Bryn Mawr Fire Company. Oh, and he was MLMUG Treasurer for 
a few years many years ago and is currently MLMUG Webmaster and Newer User's SIG Co-leader. 
The Barton household has several iMacs and MacBooks, none of them recent (no need to fix or upgrade it if 
it is not broken). 

ZOOM MEETING IN SEPTEMBER. 
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Typical Meeting Agenda"

9:00 - 9:05: ! Call to order in main meeting 
room."

9:05 - 10:15: Q&A Panel - 3 or 4 expert 
members will answer your questions 
about anything relating to your Mac, 
iPad, iPhone, iWatch, and any 
attached peripherals."

! Questions can relate to the most basic 
items, equipment issues, Apple’s 
o p e r a t i n g s y s t e m s , a n d a l l 
applications, including applications for 
photo, video, audio, and print media."

! Answers are amazingly helpful and 
often in depth, exploring the subject 
beyond the question."

10:15 - 10:30: Welcome and other business."

10:30 - 11:50: Main Presentation (by a 
member or guest)"

11:50 - Noon: Ra#es and silent auctions."
Come join some fellow MLMUG members for 
lunch after the meeting at a nearby 
restaurant."

MLMUG Email list"
The Main Line Macintosh Users 
Group has its own email list, 
hosted at Groups.io. Compose 
your letter and email it to 
MLMUG@groups.io$ and the 
message will be sent to all on the 
mailing list. Contact Bob Barton 
(barton.bee.net@gmail.com) if 
you are a member and you are 
not on the list."
Please observe good email 
etiquette. If your message is 
humor or not Apple-related (o%-
topic), please include "Humor" or 
"OT" in the subject line. The 
Groups.io Terms of Service are at 
groups.io/static/tos. Look for the 
section on "Conditions of Use" "
The MLMUG list may be used to 
post Apple-related items for sale, 
but any solicitation of members 
through the list is forbidden 
without the written consent of a 
MLMUG o&cer. Violation of the 
Groups.io terms of service or 
good email etiquette may result 
in removal from the list.

New Users SIG"
You don’t have to wait a whole 
month to get answers to your basic 
Mac questions! Get together with 
other members on the fourth 
Saturday (i.e., two weeks after each 
regular meeting) for the Startup 
Folder Lite."
Many new users have said that they 
can learn much more from face-to-
face meetings than they do from 
manuals or other sources. That’s 
what this meeting is all about. Go 
to www.mlmug.org/nusfl.html for 
details."
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Membership Information"
Membership dues are $30 for individuals and $40 

for families. Memberships are based on your 
anniversary date, which is the month you joined. 

You will be e-mailed reminders when membership 
fee is due. "

If you’re just visiting to check us out, or if you’ve 
been visiting for some time, but haven’t joined, 
consider these BENEFITS OF MEMBERSHIP:"

' Monthly meetings, where you can learn, share, 
and meet everyone from working Mac 

professionals to new Mac users from all 
backgrounds."

' Monthly newsletter, which is full of interesting 
Mac news, tips, and information."

' Useful free items at the monthly Ra"es. "
' Discounts. Vendors o%er special prices to User 

Group members."
' Web Site with 2-3 years of MLMUG 

newsletters, meeting information, a member 
directory, directions to our meetings, and much 

more! Our web site is www.mlmug.org."
' MLMUG Mailing List, to post technical 

questions or comments to each other and the 
experts within the group. "

Are you ready to join? Please make a check 
payable to MLMUG and bring it to a monthly 

meeting or mail it to:"
Treasurer, MLMUG"

P.O. Box 1374"
Southeastern, PA 19399"

Multimedia SIG Co-Chair 
Nicholas Iacona"

nick@nickiacona.com"
Newer Users SIG Co-Chair & 

Webmaster 
Bob Barton"

barton.bee.net@gmail.com"
OS/iOS SIG Chair 

Adam Rice"
adam@adamrice.org"
Picnic Coordinator 

Tony DiPiano"
tony@dipiano.net"

Ra"e Chair 
Susan Czarnecki"

sparsefur@yahoo.com 
Social Secretary 
Gail Montgomery"

gailemontgomery@comcast.net"
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Kid Leswing posted the following article to cnbc.com on July 28, 
2012. cutt.ly/iZIYUB0. © CNBC LLC. He is a technology reporter 
for CNBC. 

Apple Beats On Revenue And Profit, 
Expects Growth To Accelerate 
Despite ‘Pockets Of Softness’ 
By Kif Leswing 
KEY POINTS 

• Apple reported fiscal third-quarter earnings on Thursday 
that beat Wall Street expectations for sales and profit but 
showed slowing growth for the iPhone maker. ! 

• Apple did not provide formal guidance for the quarter. 
• “In terms of an outlook in the aggregate, we expect revenue 

to accelerate in the September quarter despite seeing some 
pockets of softness,” Apple CEO Tim Cook told CNBC’s 
Steve Kovach.! 

Apple beats on top and bottom, Mac down on supply constraints"
Apple reported fiscal third-quarter earnings on Thursday that 
beat Wall Street expectations for sales and profit but showed 
slowing growth for the iPhone maker. $"
Apple stock rose over 3% in extended trading."
Here are the key numbers compared to what Wall Street was 
expecting, per Refinitiv estimates: $"

• ! EPS: $1.20 vs. $1.16 estimated, down 8% year-over-year$"
• ! Revenue: $83 billion vs. $82.81 billion$estimated, up 2% 

year-over-year$"
• ! i P h o n e re v e n u e : $ 4 0 . 6 7 b i l l i o n v s . $ 3 8 . 3 3 

billion$estimated, up 3% year-over-year$"

• ! Services revenue: $19.60 billion$ vs. $19.70 billion 
estimated, up 12% year-over-year$"

• ! Other Products revenue: $8.08$ billion vs. $8.86 billion 
estimated, down 8% year-over-year$"

• ! Mac revenue: $7.38 billion vs. $8.70 billion estimated, 
down 10% year-over-year$"

• ! iPad revenue: $7.22 billion vs. $6.94 billion estimated, 
down 2% year-over-year$"

• Gross margin: 43.26% vs. 42.61% estimated$"
Apple did not provide formal guidance for the quarter. Analysts 
expected the company to give fourth-quarter guidance of $1.31 
in earnings per share and nearly $90 billion in sales.$"
“In terms of an outlook in the aggregate, we expect revenue to 
accelerate in the September quarter despite seeing some 
pockets of softness,” Apple CEO Tim Cook told CNBC’s Steve 
Kovach.$"
Apple’s revenue rose 2% during the quarter, compared to 36% 
growth during the same period last year and over 8% growth in 
the March quarter. Cook said the results were better than 
expected and CFO Luca Maestri said it was a “challenging 
operating environment.”$"
Chipmakers and other computer vendors have signaled that 
there is slowing demand for smartphones and PCs around the 
world as consumers grapple with recession fears and decades-
high inflation.$ Apple’s soft growth may suggest that the 
consumer electronics industry — including leaders like Apple — 
is headed for a period of slow or no growth.$"
Cook told CNBC that the company is seeing inflation but will 
continue to make investments. $"
“We do see inflation in our cost structure,” Cook said. “We see it 
in things like logistics and wages and certain silicon components 
and we’re still hiring, but we’re doing it on a deliberate basis.”$"
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Apple’s iPhone sales exceeded Wall Street expectations, 
suggesting that demand for iPhone 13 models remains strong 
even in the second half of the product’s annual release cycle. 
Apple typically releases new iPhones in September and sales fall 
as customers anticipate new models.$"
Cook said Apple had success attracting Android customers to 
become iPhone owners during the quarter.$"
“We had a record level of switchers and saw double digit growth 
for customers new to iPhone,” Cook said.$"
The Services business was the fastest growing segment for 
Apple during the quarter. It includes monthly subscriptions, 
payment fees, warranties, search licensing fees from Google, and 
revenue from the iPhone App Store.$"
Services grew over 12% during the quarter, although that is a 
decline from the 17% growth it posted in the second quarter, and 
down from the 27% growth it reported during the same time 
period last year.$"
Cook said Apple has 860 million current paid subscriptions, 
which includes anyone who subscribes to an app sold on the 
Apple App Store in addition to products such as Apple Music 
and iCloud. $"
Mac sales were short of consensus expectations and fell over 
10% on a year-over-year basis. Cook said this was due to supply 
constraints and the strong dollar.$"
In April, Apple warned that parts shortages would hit revenue by 
between $4 billion and $8 billion, and Apple’s website showed 
extended shipping times for many Mac models during the 
quarter. Cook said the ultimate hit came in under $4 billion.$"
Apple also announced new MacBook Air models during June 
that did not start shipping to customers until July. MacBook Air is 
Apple’s best-selling computer. $"
Apple’s iPad declined 2% annually, but beat soft Wall Street 
forecasts, as iPad tablets were one of the product lines analysts 

believed that Apple might prioritize away from in the face of a 
chip shortage. Cook said that the iPad decline was also driven by 
supply constraints and a strong dollar. $"
Apple’s other products category, which includes headphones like 
AirPods, Apple Watches, and HomePod speakers declined over 
8% on an annual basis and missed Wall Street expectations.$"
Apple’s business in Greater China, which includes Taiwan and 
Hong Kong, declined 1% on an annual basis to $14.6 billion. 
Cook said that result was despite major Covid restrictions that 
hurt demand. $"
Apple’s gross margin exceeded the company’s own forecast 
from April. Apple reported 43.26% in gross margin, over the 42% 
to 43% range the company suggested earlier this year. $"
Apple said it spent over $28 billion on share buybacks and 
dividends during the quarter.$(
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The Dark Side of Apple. A few uncomfortable truths about 
Apple.  Worth reading, although, in my opinion, conclusions 
overly harsh. cutt.ly/HXHEBNq."

How to clean out your phone's charging port#  It's a 
simple task to unclog your phone's port. You'll need a 
cocktail stick, toothpick or other thin item that you can 
poke in to the port to scrape out the grime. Wood or 
plastic is better as it's less likely to scrape against anything 
inside and potentially cause harm.$ cutt.ly/cXWecLl.
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Danny Palmer posted the following article to zdnet.com on 
August 19, 2022. cutt.ly/pXRMFZr. © ZDNET. He is a senior 
reporter aT ZDNET and writes about cybersecurity, hacking, and 
malware threats. 

Safeguard your iPhones, iPads 
and Macs: Apply These Security 
Updates Now 
Apple urges users to patch their devices as newly disclosed 
vulnerabilities 'may have been actively exploited’. 

By Danny Palmer 

Apple has released security updates for iPhones, iPads and 
Macs after disclosing a series of vulnerabilities that could allow 
attackers to secretly take control of devices."
The company said that it is "aware of a report that this issue may 
have been actively exploited," suggesting that hackers have 
already targeted the vulnerabilities to compromise Apple device 
users."
Apple has released two security updates, the first relating to 
issues a%ecting iPhone 6s and later models, all models of iPad 

Pro, iPad Air 2 and later, iPad 5th generation and later, iPad Mini 
4 and later – as well as 7th generation models of iPod touch."
The second security update relates to vulnerabilities in macOS 
Monterey, Apple's desktop operating system for Macs."
In both cases, the vulnerabilities could allow cyber attackers to 
execute arbitrary code at kernel and WebKit level, which 
ultimately allows attackers to run malicious code on devices, to 
the extent that they could take control of them. This could allow 
attackers to conduct various forms of malicious and cyber 
criminal activity, putting the user at risk."
The vulnerabilities have been assigned Common Vulnerabilities 
and Exposures (CVE) numbers -- CVE-2022-32894 for the 
vulnerability in the kernel and CVE-2022-32893 for the 
vulnerability in the WebKit. In each case, the discovery of the 
vulnerabilities has been attributed to an anonymous researcher."
Apple has not detailed how many users have been a%ected by 
the vulnerabilities, but the warning over the bugs being actively 
exploited suggests that cyber attackers are already going after 
victims."
SEE:$How to tell if someone is using your iPhone to spy on you 
(and how to put a stop to it)"
Most users probably won't be actively targeted by cyber 
attackers looking to exploit the vulnerabilities -- it's more likely to 
be exploited by commercial spyware operators and nation-state 
backed hacking groups -- but it's still a good idea to apply the 
security updates as soon as possible in order to stay safe."
Routinely applying security updates to any device or operating is 
good security practice and can go a long way towards protecting 
devices and people from falling victim to cyber attacks.$"
MORE ON CYBERSECURITY"
$ How to find and remove spyware from your phone"

7
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$ Here are the top phone security threats in 2022 and how to 
avoid them"

$ Apple previews Lockdown Mode, a new extreme security 
feature"

$ Cybersecurity 101: Protect your privacy from hackers, spies, 
and the government"

$ Why quickly patching your iPhones and Macs is more 
important than ever(
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Speaker Roster For 
MLMUG'S 2022 Meetings 

January 8! ! Stan Horwitz- CarPlay"
February 12 Bob Barton - Free Apps W/macOS
March 12 Mark Bazrod - M1 Chip
April 9 Aric Pederson - Digital Dreams 
May 14 Fran Rabuck - Metaverse 
June 11 Keith Johnson - Digital Stars
July! ! ! Recess - Summer"
August! ! Recess - Summer"
September 10 ! Bob Barton - UNIX, Console & "
! ! ! Terminal"
October 8 ! ! Nick Iacona - TBD"
November 12 Gary Rosenzweig - TBD
December 10 ! TBD

  Some Speaker Roster Details 
January 8 - Stan Horwitz - Long-time MLMUG 
member."
February 12 - Bob Barton - Long-time MLMUG 
member. Presenter, Newer Users SIG Co-Chair, & 
Webmaster."
March 12 - Mark Bazrod - Long-time MLMUG 
member. Presenter, Secretary and Newsletter 
Editor."
April 9 - Aric Pederson - PMUG's President. "
May 4 - Fran Rabuck - Technology/Strategy 
Research "
Analyst, Visionary Communicator and Futurist.
June 11 - Keith Johnson - Astronomer.
September 10 - Bob Barton - Long-time MLMUG 
member. Presenter, Newer Users SIG Co-Chair, & 
Webmaster."
October 8 - Nick Iacona. Long-time MLMUG 
member and Expert Panel Member.
November 12 -. Gary Rosenzweig -  Producer and 
host of MacMost.
December 10 - TBD  
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Adam C. Engst posted the following article to tidbits.com on 
August 15, 2022. cutt.ly/IXPxXXd. © TidBITS Publishing Inc. He 
is the publisher of TidBITS. He has written numerous books and 
many magazine articles. 

How to Securely Erase a Mac’s 
SSD or Hard Drive 
By Adam Engst 
Over on TidBITS Talk, user Lucas043 posed a question that 
prompted a fascinating discussion. Lucas043 has a Samsung 
Portable T7 SSD being used for backup. The SSD has 
intermittent access problems and is still under warranty, so it 
could be returned with no problem, but it contains sensitive client 
data. Lucas043’s question: What’s the most secure way of 
erasing the drive?"
There are multiple answers to this question, but not all may be 
appropriate for a drive that’s being returned under warranty. 
Others may be perfect if you want to erase an SSD or hard drive 
securely but have di%erent goals for the drive afterward."
It’s also worth considering what you think “securely” should 
mean. Do you want to prevent someone from recovering the files 
with o%-the-shelf software? Are you concerned that a company 
like DriveSavers could extract the chips or attach new 
controllers? Do you worry about a government-level agency 
reconstructing the data?"
Let’s go through the possibilities."
Destroy the Drive 
The simplest way of ensuring that no one could ever read the 
data on an SSD is to don some eye protection and hit it 
repeatedly with a hammer. That’s quick, e%ective, and satisfying, 
but it does present a problem when trying to return the drive 
under warranty. Samsung probably doesn’t cover SSDs that 

come back in numerous small bits. Of course, you must 
physically destroy the chips inside the SSD, so make sure 
they’ve been thoroughly smashed."
With a hard drive, a hammer would have a similar e%ect, though 
you would want to make sure you damaged the actual platters, 
which is best done by drilling several holes in them. I recently did 
this for some elderly friends with a few old drives and a dead 
Mac mini (see “Helping Senior Citizens Reveals Past Apple 
Lapses and Recent Improvements,” 24 June 2022)."

If you’re concerned about government-level extraction, drilling 
holes in a hard drive might not be su&cient. For that, a 
degausser would be more e%ective, or you could open the drive, 
remove the platters, and destroy their surfaces with sandpaper or 
something abrasive. There are also shredders that can eat drives, 
but these and degaussers are mostly appropriate for IT 
departments that have to decommission numerous drives 
containing sensitive information."
For normal people, once you’re done destroying your drive, take 
the remnants to an electronics recycling center in your area. 
When I did that, I winced when the guy who took the 2010 iMac 
and Cinema Display from me tossed them across the loading bay 

9
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into a large bin. They were dead, of course, but still—Macs aren’t 
generally something that one throws."
Erase the Drive with Disk Utility 
The most obvious way of erasing a drive is to select it in Disk 
Utility and click the Erase button. Disk Utility will unmount the 
drive, delete the directory that keeps track of which blocks are 
used by which files, and create a new directory. In other words, 
none of the data is actually being erased; all that’s disappearing 
are the pointers to the storage blocks where the data is located. 
No directory, no access to the data."

That’s fine if you plan to reuse the drive yourself or give it to 
someone you either trust or don’t believe could ever muster the 
technical know-how to recover data from the erased drive. Or, 
more realistically, it’s also su&cient if your data isn’t that 
sensitive."
However, a simple erase in Disk Utility won’t pass muster for 
those concerned about security. Some apps can scan the blocks 
of a drive and recreate the directory, enabling file recovery. 
Particularly if the drive could be scanned for data shortly after 
being reformatted, before new data has been written over the 
previously used blocks, you have to assume that even a relatively 
non-technical person could recover much of the data."

Secure Erase the Drive Using Disk Utility 
The solution to the previous approach’s limitation may seem 
obvious: write random data and zeroes to every block on the 
drive during the formatting process. That way, no recovery 
software can read the data that remains behind after the 
directory has been deleted. Disk Utility makes this easy: select 
the drive, click Erase, and in the dialog that appears, click 
Security Options and choose how many passes of random data 
and zeroes it should write."

Apple describes the options well but doesn’t point out that the 
more passes, the longer the process. I’ve never tried a seven-
pass erase, but it could take days to complete on a su&ciently 
large drive:"
' Fastest; Not Secure: This option does not securely erase the 

files on the disk. A disk recovery application may be able to 
recover the files."

' Two-Pass: This option writes a pass of random data and then 
a single pass of zeros over the entire disk. It erases the 
information used to access your files and writes over the data 
two times."

' Three-Pass: This option is a DOE-compliant three-pass secure 
erase. It writes two passes of random data followed by a single 
pass of known data over the entire disk. It erases the 

10
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information used to access your files and writes over the data 
three times."

' Most Secure; Seven-Pass: This option writes multiple passes 
of zeros, ones, and random data over the entire disk. It erases 
the information used to access your files and writes over the 
data seven times."

Beyond the time involved, there are some additional caveats."
First, the Security Options button shows up only when it’s 
appropriate to use. One practical upshot of that is that you must 
select a drive—not a volume—in Disk Utility’s sidebar before 
clicking Erase because volumes don’t use all the blocks on a 
drive. If you’re worried about security, you want to be sure that all 
the blocks have been zeroed out."
Second, data could remain on a drive after a secure erase, 
thanks to the automatic swapping of bad blocks for good ones. If 
a block goes bad, the controller swaps it for a good one on the 
fly. If you then erase the drive, only the replacement good block 
will be erased, potentially leaving sensitive data on the bad 
block. Only a highly capable outfit like DriveSavers or a 
government-level agency could conceivably retrieve the data, but 
it’s not inconceivable. Nor is there any way of knowing what 
would be in those bad blocks."
Third, the Security Options button is available only when you’re 
reformatting a hard drive, not an SSD. Here’s why (thanks to 
David C. for this explanation and a lot of the great detail in the 
TidBITS Talk discussion). For technical reasons beyond the 
scope of this article, there is no direct relationship between the 
logical data blocks that software (including macOS) accesses 
and the physical data blocks in the SSD’s flash chips. The SSD 
controller’s firmware (on an SSD’s circuit board or in a Mac’s 
Apple silicon processor or T2 chip) maintains a database that 
maps logical blocks to physical blocks."

When you write to an SSD and the logical blocks you’re writing 
to already contain data, the SSD controller doesn’t overwrite the 
corresponding physical blocks (again, for technical reasons 
beyond the scope of this article). Instead, it writes the data to 
new, unused physical blocks, changes the logical-to-physical 
mapping database, and marks the previously used physical 
blocks as “garbage.”"
Garbage blocks are not accessible to software (they are not 
mapped to any logical blocks), but they still contain data that 
could theoretically be accessed by equipment designed to 
bypass the SSD controller by directly reading the chips or 
hacking the SSD controller’s firmware."
At some later time, the SSD controller will perform garbage 
collection, which erases these garbage blocks, making them 
available for reuse. The specific mechanism used for garbage 
collection and when it actually occurs depend on the firmware 
running in the SSD controller and will vary for di%erent SSD 
brands and models. Depending on the drive’s firmware and your 
usage—garbage collection is usually done only when the drive is 
otherwise idle—garbage collection might not take place for hours 
or even days."
This is why a secure erase is considered unreliable when used on 
an SSD. The act of writing random data to every logical block 
guarantees that all the physical blocks with your real data will be 
marked as garbage and therefore be inaccessible by software, 
but it does not guarantee when those garbage blocks will be 
collected and erased. If you plan on disposing of the drive, you 
have no way to know if the garbage data was collected before 
you last disconnected it from power. Apple’s removal of the 
Security Options button when erasing an SSD is an 
acknowledgment that it’s not su&ciently secure."
Still want to perform a secure erase of an SSD? You can do so 
from the command line, using the diskutil command."

11
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1. Run diskutil list to determine the identifier of the drive in 
question. You’ll need to parse through the results to find the 
desired drive."

2. Use something like diskutil secureErase 1 disk3 to erase the 
drive, after which you’ll need to repartition it in Disk Utility 
before using it again. The 1 in the command above is for a 
single-pass zero fill erase, but if you read man diskutil, you’ll 
see all the other options, including the excessive-sounding 
Gutmann algorithm 35-pass erase."

If you’re not comfortable with the command line, this isn’t the 
time to experiment. Even then, I’m going to recommend that you 
avoid this technique, partly because it’s conceivable you could 
mistype the drive identifier and erase the wrong drive, but mostly 
because Apple includes a strongly worded note warning against 
it:"
NOTE: This kind of secure erase is no longer considered safe. 
Modern devices have wear-leveling, block-sparing, and possibly-
persistent cache hardware, which cannot be completely erased 
by commands. The modern solution for quickly and securely 
erasing your data is encryption. Strongly-encrypted data can be 
instantly “erased” by destroying (or losing) the key (password), 
because this renders your data irretrievable in practical terms. 
Consider using APFS encryption (FileVault). 
We’ll get to encryption next, but some have wondered if there’s a 
way to create a huge device-filling file that would fill all the blocks 
with data. Alas, that’s almost exactly the same as using diskutil 
secureErase, so while it will probably clean out most data, it’s 
impossible to know what will happen with garbage collection. 
Don’t waste your time."
Encrypt the Drive, Then Erase It 
The real solution to this problem is encryption. The ideal scenario 
involves enabling encryption on a drive before you do anything 
else with it, such that all data written to the drive is encrypted. 

When you later erase the drive, the encryption key will be 
destroyed along with the directory, rendering the data unreadable 
even if someone at the level of DriveSavers or a government 
agency were able to extract the data spread across the drive’s 
blocks."
How you do this depends on whether you’re encrypting your 
Mac’s startup drive or an external drive:"
' Startup drive: To encrypt your Mac’s startup drive, turn on 

FileVault. Go to System Preferences > Security & Privacy > 
FileVault and click Turn On FileVault. You’ll get a dialog asking if 
you’d prefer to be able to unlock your drive using your iCloud 
account or use a recovery key. My feeling is that either is fine, 
but both are vulnerable to the xkcd wrench attack—I use the 
iCloud account approach. )

External drive: FileVault protects only the startup drive; for 
external drives, take advantage of the APFS support for 
encryption. Control-click the drive in the Finder and choose 
Encrypt. You’ll be asked for a password and a hint, and macOS 
will help you pick a strong password if you like, though I’m 
pretty comfortable with the one in the screenshot. The next 
time you mount the drive, you’ll be asked for the password and 
given the opportunity to store it in your keychain so you don’t 
have to enter it manually again."
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It’s worth keeping some facts in mind before doing all this."
' It’s quick and easy to turn FileVault on and o% if you’re using a 

Mac with Apple silicon or an Intel-based Mac with a T2 chip. In 
that case, the data on the drive is already encrypted, but a 
password isn’t required to decrypt the data. That encryption 
ensures that the flash memory can’t be removed from the 
logicboard and decrypted; however, anyone with access to the 
Mac could theoretically still access the data. Enabling FileVault 
ensures that your account password is necessary to decrypt 
the drive."

' Enabling FileVault on an older Mac, particularly one with a hard 
drive, will take a long time because it has to encrypt everything, 
rather than just changing the key to one you control. Thus, if 
you’re enabling encryption just so you can erase the drive 
securely, let it finish before you erase. The FileVault screen in 
the Security & Privacy preference pane displays the status."

' If you’re encrypting your Mac’s startup drive and backing up 
with Time Machine, you should also make sure to encrypt the 
Time Machine backup drive. The same goes for any other 
backups you make to external drives."

' Encrypting data on an external drive, particularly a hard drive 
containing a lot of data, may take some time."

' There’s some question as to the vulnerability of data on erased 
blocks if you enable FileVault or encrypt an external drive after 

data has been written to it. The encryption will prevent access 
to any current data, but we don’t know if the erased blocks 
might still contain data that a su&ciently sophisticated attacker 
could extract. My feeling is that if you have a Mac with Apple 
silicon or a T2-enabled Mac, there’s no worry because the data 
is always encrypted; some erased data might be accessible, 
but it would be nearly impossible to put it together and decrypt 
it. It’s a little more of a worry with previously erased data on a 
subsequently encrypted external drive, but we’re still talking 
about intelligence agency-level work to access it. If you’re that 
important of a target, you should have enabled encryption 
before doing anything else with the Mac or external drive."

When it comes time to dispose of a Mac, you can destroy the 
encryption key by opening System Preferences and choosing 
Erase All Content and Settings from the System Preferences 
menu."

For an external drive, erase it in Disk Utility like any other drive. 
There’s no need to worry about security options because the 
encrypted data become random bits as soon as the encryption 
key is destroyed."
To make a long story short, if you think you’ll ever be concerned 
about erasing a drive securely, the best time to encrypt it is as 
soon as you start using it. If you haven’t yet turned on FileVault or 
encrypted a drive, the second best time to do so is now. (
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The following article was posted to osxdaily.com on July 22, 2022 
cutt.ly/9ZI7kjV. © OSX Daily. Try the site. Lots of tips and good 
info. 

How to Import Passwords to 
iCloud Keychain Using a Mac 

Are you planning to use iCloud Keychain for managing all your 
passwords? If you’ve been relying on a third-party password 
manager until now, you may want to move all your existing 
passwords to make the migration to iCloud Keychain a whole lot 
easier. This can be done, although it’s not exactly simple."
The iCloud Keychain works seamlessly across Apple devices. 
Considering they’ve now added support for Windows devices 
too via a browser extension, a lot more users may be interested 
in using it rather than a third-party option like LastPass or 
DashLane that requires you to pay to unlock all the features. 
Importing existing passwords to the iCloud Keychain has always 
always been a headache, but with macOS Big Sur onward, Safari 
gives you an easier workaround."

Don’t want to start from scratch with iCloud Keychain? We got 
you covered. Simply read along, as we’ll be guiding you on how 
to import passwords to iCloud Keychain via Safari."
Requirements to Import Passwords 
The first thing you need is the CSV file for your saved passwords. 
If you use a service like LastPass or DashLane, you’ll be able to 
export your passwords as a CSV file. Almost all password 
managers have this option. We’ve covered the procedure for 
LastPass already if you’re interested in learning how it’s done."
Right now, you might be thinking that it’s easy as importing the 
file to Safari, but it’s really not. This is a two-step process 
because Safari doesn’t have the option to upload a CSV file. 
However, what it does have is the ability to import passwords 
and settings from Google Chrome. Now, Google Chrome on the 
other hand lets you import passwords from a file. Therefore, 
you’ll need to install Chrome on your Mac too to use these files, 
but you can remove it once you complete this procedure."
Importing Passwords to Chrome from CSV File 
Since you now have a basic understanding of what we’re about 
to do here to get your existing passwords on iCloud Keychain, 
let’s check out the important steps:"
1. Launch Google Chrome on your Mac and type “chrome://

flags” in the address bar. This will give you access to 
Chrome’s experimental features. Now, use the search bar to 
find the “Password Import” setting. Change it from the 
Default setting to “Enabled”.)
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2. Next, type “chrome://settings/passwords” in the address 
bar and hit the Enter key. Once you’re in the menu, click on 
the three dots icon next to “Saved Passwords” as shown 
below."

3. Now, click on the “Import” option that pops up. This will 
launch a new Finder window on your Mac which you can 
use to browse and select the CSV file that contains your 
passwords."

Just make sure the passwords are imported to Chrome and 
you’re halfway there. This is pretty much all you needed Google 
Chrome for. Let’s move on."
How to Move Imported Passwords from Chrome to Safari 
Moving all the passwords that you just imported in Chrome to 
Safari is the easiest part of the entire procedure. Here’s what you 
need to do:"
1. Open Safari on your Mac and go to File -> Import From -> 

Google Chrome from the menu bar."

2. You’ll now get a pop-up with the option to import your 
bookmarks, history, and passwords. Since you only want to 
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deal with passwords, just leave everything else unchecked 
and click “Import”."

3. Now, you’ll be prompted to enter your default “login” 
keychain password. This is the same as your Mac user 
password. Type it in and choose “Allow” to begin the 
import."

4.Once complete, you’ll see how many passwords were 
imported from Chrome."

There you go. You’ve successfully imported your existing 
passwords from a third-party service to iCloud Keychain. 
Hopefully, this wasn’t too completed for you."
Within minutes, if not seconds, all the password data that you 
imported from Chrome will be uploaded and stored in the iCloud 
Keychain securely. Thanks to iCloud, these passwords will be 
ready for use on your other Apple devices too, such as your 
iPhone and iPad."
At the moment, this is literally the only way to migrate passwords 
from a third-party app or service to iCloud Keychain. If it wasn’t 
for Safari’s Chrome import option that was introduced with 
macOS Big Sur, this wouldn’t have been possible either."
Until recently, the only way to add your existing passwords was 
by manually inputting the details in the Keychain Access app or 
in Safari. While this is good enough for adding two or three 
passwords, it’s not really a viable solution for someone with too 
many online accounts."
Do you feel motivated to switch to iCloud Keychain completely 
now that you know that it’s not hard to migrate your passwords? 
What password manager have you been using so far? Share with 
us your experiences, drop your personal opinions on various 
password managers, and leave your valuable feedback in the 
comments section down below.(
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Sergio Velasquez posted the following article to makeuseof.com 
on July 15, 2022. cutt.ly/9XZ4rX4 or cutt.ly/6XZ4IRx © 
MakeUseOf. He is a writer and an overall tech enthusiast. He's 
been writing tech, video games, and personal development for 
almost a decade. [Editor - Graphics omitted] 

10 Hidden iPhone Features That 
Will Make You More Productive 
You're probably not using some of Apple's most useful iOS 
features. 

By Sergio Velasquez 
With the iPhone, Apple has created an operating system with 
di%erent layers. On the surface, it's pretty simple to use. But look 
around a bit, and you'll find a whole new world of useful features 
that'll help you boost your productivity."
But, rather than spending hours poking your nose into the nooks 
and crannies of iOS to find out the best settings to use, we'll 
show you everything you need to know right here."
1. Set Up a Focus Mode 
Your iPhone has a Focus feature, similar to Do Not Disturb. You 
can set it up so you aren't bothered with notifications while you 
should be working or studying."
You can create di%erent Focus modes for your entire day. You 
can even schedule and automate di%erent Focus modes so your 
iPhone knows when you don't want to be bothered."
Here's how to set up a Focus mode on iPhone."

1. Open the Settings app."
2. Select Focus."
3. Tap the plus (+) button in the top right corner of your 

screen."

4. Select the Focus mode you want to create."
5. If you choose to create a custom Focus mode, enter the 

name you want to use, and choose the color and icon you 
want."

6. Choose the people you want to receive notifications from. 
Then tap Allow. If you don't want any notifications, tap 
Allow None."

7. Select the allowed apps for notifications and tap Allow. If 
you don't want any app notifications, tap Allow Only Time 
Sensitive or Allow None."

8. Finally, tap Done."
And that's it. You've successfully created your own Focus mode. 
If you want, you can also try the Sleep or Work Focus Modes 
your iPhone has by default."
To turn your Focus mode on, open the Control Center on your 
iPhone, tap Focus, and select the Focus mode you want."
2. Use Your iPhone’s Downtime Feature 
The iPhone's Downtime feature is perfect for blocking 
distractions that a%ect your focus and productivity. Only the apps 
and communications you choose will be available when you use 
Downtime. You can even create schedules for your iPhone to 
automatically enable Downtime when you know it's time to get to 
work. This is how you can turn this feature on:"

1. Open the Settings app."
2. Tap Screen Time."
3. Scroll down and tap Downtime."
4. Select Turn On Downtime Until Tomorrow."

You can also toggle Scheduled on to customize when you want 
Downtime to be active. You'll need to create app and 
communication limits too. Don't worry; just keep reading to find 
out how."
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3. Set Time Limits for Your Most Used Apps 

There's no doubt that many of us spend more time on apps and 
games than we should. Watching videos on TikTok can be fun, 
but it's also time-consuming. Fortunately, your iPhone lets you 
set time limits for any apps you use, so you don't waste time 
when you need to get the work done."
To set time limits for any app, do the following:"

1. Open Settings."
2. Select Screen Time."
3. Tap App Limits."
4. Tap Add Limit."
5. Choose the category you want."
6. Select the app or game you want. You can also tap the 

category again to select all games or apps."
7. Tap Next."
8. Choose the time limit you want. You can also type 

Customize Days to choose if you want a bigger time limit 
for a specific day."

9. Once you're done, tap Add."
You can do this with all the other apps and games you want. 
When you set an app limit, the apps will be limited across all your 
Apple devices that use the same Apple ID account."
4. Set Communication Limits 
Just like you can limit the time you spend using an app, you too 
can set communication limits so you don't get distracted when 
you need to focus. This is what you need to do:"

1. Open Settings."
2. Tap Screen Time."
3. Select Communication Limits."

4. Choose During Screen Time and then select between 
Contacts Only, Contacts & Groups with at Least One 
Contact, or Everyone."

5. Choose During Downtime and then select between 
Specific Contacts or Everyone. If you tap Specific 
Contacts, choose the contacts you want."

The Communication Limits feature will apply to Phone, 
FaceTime, Messages, and iCloud contacts."
5. Disable App Notifications 
If using a Focus mode isn't enough, you can tackle your apps 
one by one and disable notifications altogether. This will 
guarantee you'll never be distracted by any unnecessary app or 
game. Here's what you need to do:"

1. Open the Settings app."
2. Scroll down and select the app you want."
3. Tap Notifications."
4. Toggle Allow Notifications o%."

If you think that's a bit too harsh, you can always enable 
notifications again by following the same steps. You can add the 
notifications to a Scheduled Summary as well."
6. Create a Notification Summary 
If you want to get notifications at specific times of the day, you 
should try setting up and using the notification summary on your 
iPhone."
With a Scheduled Summary, you'll see a summary of all your 
notifications in the schedules you choose. Here's how to turn this 
feature on:"

1. Open the Settings app."
2. Scroll down and select Notifications."
3. Tap Scheduled Summary."
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4. Toggle Scheduled Summary on."
5. Under Scheduled, tap Add Summary to create your own 

schedule."
If you scroll down, you can select the apps you want in your 
summary. Keep in mind that your iPhone will still notify time-
sensitive notifications immediately."
7. Quickly Switch Between Your Apple Devices With Hando! 
You can quickly switch between your iPhone, iPad, and Mac with 
Hando%. This feature will let you use the same app on di%erent 
Apple devices without losing progress. So, for example, if you're 
browsing the web on your iPhone but want to view that website 
on your Mac, Hando% will let you open Safari on Mac with the 
same web page open."
To use Hando%, you need to ensure this feature is enabled on 
your Apple devices."
How to enable Hando! on iPhone and iPad 

1. Open Settings."
2. Go to General."
3. Select AirPlay & Hando%."
4. Turn Hando! on."

How to enable Hando! on Mac 
1. Click the Apple Menu in the top left corner."
2. Select System Preferences."
3. Click General."
4. Click Allow Hando% between this Mac and your iCloud 

devices."
All your Apple devices will need to use the same Apple ID, and 
you'll also need to turn on your Wi-Fi and Bluetooth."
Once you have everything covered, you can use Hando% on your 
iPhone by accessing the App Switcher. If you have an iPhone 

with Face ID, swipe up from the bottom of your screen, and if 
you have an iPhone with Touch ID, double press the Home 
button."
You should see a small message at the bottom of your screen 
that says the app's name and where it's coming from. Tap it, and 
you'll be redirected to the same app."
For iPad and Mac, you should see the hando% app right in the 
Dock."
8. Use Universal Clipboard 
Universal Clipboard lets you copy something (text or photo) from 
your iPhone and paste it directly on your Mac or iPad (and vice-
versa). The shared clipboard lasts for two minutes, so it doesn't 
disrupt your local clipboard."
To use this feature, you first need to enable Wi-Fi and Bluetooth 
on your iPhone and your other Apple device. Next, make sure 
you're using the same Apple ID on both devices and that you 
enable Hando% as we previously showed you."
Then, just copy the text from one device, and paste it onto 
another."
9. Use Safari Extensions 
Ever since iOS 15, Apple finally brought Safari extensions to the 
iPhone. Just like on a Mac, you can take advantage of Safari 
extensions on your iPhone to maximize productivity."
You'll first need to search for an app with an extension on the 
App Store. Afterward, you'll need to go to Settings > Safari > 
Extensions and then toggle all the extensions you want to use."
There are many awesome Safari extensions to download on your 
iPhone right now, but if you want to access all extensions 
available, you can tap More Extensions."
10. Siri's Hidden Productivity Prowess 
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While you've used Siri multiple times, maybe you haven't used it 
to max your productivity. Siri can help you add items to your 
Reminders app, send emails, and even read your messages. The 
sky is the limit."
Siri works with third-party apps as well. You can start by trying 
simple Siri commands on your Mac or iPhone. It might take a 
while to get used to it, but Siri can boost your productivity 
quickly."
Let Your iPhone Take Care of the Rest 
Your iPhone has some amazing built-in features that'll help you 
control how you spend your time. If you're having trouble 
focusing at work, these productivity tips will help you make the 
most out of your iPhone, build better habits and boost your 
productivity."

"
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Tim Brookes posted the following article to makeuseof.com on 
July 10, 2022. cutt.ly/VXJoF4T. © MakeUseOf. He is Mac and iOS 
editor for MakeUseOf and lives in Melbourne, Australia. 

12 Awesome Safari Features You 
Should Be Using on iPhone 
By Tim Brookes 
Apple’s mobile browser is packed with features. They make it 
easier to track and read online content, protect your privacy, and 
keep things organized. Here’s a list of the best features that all 
iPhone owners need to know about."
iCloud Private Relay 
Apple launched the iCloud Private Relay beta in 2021, as a way 
of anonymizing web tra&c in the Safari browser. You can use 
iCloud Private Relay if you pay for any tier of iCloud (known as an 
iCloud+ subscription) or use Apple One."
Private Relay isn’t a VPN, and you can’t use both a VPN and 
iCloud Private Relay at the same time. The service works by 
sending web requests over two hops: the first (operated by 
Apple)$can see your IP address but encrypts your request and 
DNS records, while the second (operated by a third party) 
assigns a random IP address and decrypts your web request."
The idea is that neither Apple nor the third party can connect the 
dots and know who is visiting a specific website. The service has 
had its hiccups with unclear error messages, unscheduled 
downtime, and some carriers taking a dislike to the service. But 
it$works as advertised most of the time, so it’s worth turning on if 
you’re concerned about privacy."
Enable iCloud Private Relay (or turn it o%) by launching the 
Settings app and tapping on your name at the top of the screen. 
From here navigate to iCloud > iCloud Private Relay and enable 
the service."

RELATED: How to Use iCloud+ Private Relay"
Safari Extensions 
Safari gained the ability to use extensions with the arrival of iOS 
15. This allows you to vastly expand the capabilities of Apple’s 
browser with third-party add-ons, though you’ll need to go 
through Apple’s channels to do so."
You’ll find Safari extensions in the App Store. Launch the App 
Store app then tap on “Apps” at the bottom of the screen. Scroll 
down to the bottom of the page and find the “Safari Extensions” 
category under Top Categories (tap “See All” if it’s not visible). 
From here you can install extensions just as you would any other 
app."

Many apps are bundled with Safari extensions (just like Apple 
Watch apps and Home screen widgets). You can enable or 
disable these under Settings > Safari > Extensions. This includes 
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content blockers (for blocking online advertisements and 
trackers) plus regular extensions that expand on the browser’s 
core functionality."
We’ve put together a list of our favorite Safari for iPhone and 
iPad extensions, which allow you to do things like enable picture-
in-picture video anywhere, disable Google AMP webpages, and 
bring dark mode to websites that don’t explicitly support it."
Advanced Privacy Features 
Safari has a few privacy settings that you may have already 
enabled, but it’s worth checking they’re on if you’re concerned 
about online privacy. Head to Settings > Safari and scroll down 
to the “Privacy & Security” section."
You can enable “Prevent Cross-Site Tracking” to block 
advertisers and their cookies from tracking you across the web. 
This, in theory, prevents advertisers from building up a profile of 
you based on the websites you visit. Safari was the first 
mainstream browser to block third-party cookies by default."

You can also enable “Hide IP Address” if you’re using iCloud 
Private Relay to prevent both trackers and websites from seeing 
this information. This feature attempts to foil advertisers’ 
attempts to profile you based on your IP."
You can also disable “Privacy Preserving Ad Measurement” 
(which is on by default) to further limit tracking. While the feature 

may sound like something you should leave on, it’s a way of 
sharing information with advertisers about your interactions in a 
“private” way."
RELATED: How to Optimize Safari for Maximum Privacy"
Reader Mode 
You can enable Reader mode on most websites by tapping and 
holding the “AA” button to the left of a website URL in Safari’s 
Address bar. You can also tap this button and then choose 
“Show Reader” if you’d rather do it in two taps. When you do 
this, Safari will strip out everything except the content on the 
webpage and present it to you in a customizable format."

This is great for several reasons. To start with, it eliminates 
irritating advertisements (including ones that refresh while you’re 
trying to read, shifting the content up and down the page). It also 
strips out formatting or website styles that may make it harder to 
read, like odd font choices and distracting colors."
You can customize Reader by tapping on the “AA” icon in the 
URL bar and choosing a font, background color, and text size 
using the small and large “A” buttons. To exit Reader, choose 
“Hide Reader” from this menu or long-press the “AA” button 
again. By choosing a dark background you can read websites in 
the dark without being blinded, a must-have for late-night long 
reads in bed."
It’s an accessibility feature as much as it is a convenience, and 
Safari will remember your Reader settings until the next time you 
use it."
The “Website Settings” Menu 
If you tap on the “AA” button in the website URL bar (while 
visiting a website) you will see a “Website Settings” option. Tap 
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on it and you can force Reader every time using the “Use Reader 
Automatically” or always request the desktop version of a 
website using the “Request Desktop Website” toggle."
These are useful if you always find yourself using Reader (to get 
around annoying adverts) or avoiding a particular mobile website 
due to its limited functionality. Reader$ should only kick in on 
pages that make sense, so for example a website’s home page 
which has no content beyond headlines should function as 
normal while tapping through to an article will trigger Reader 
mode for you."

You can also preempt any Camera, Microphone, and Location 
access prompts by always allowing or outright denying a 
particular website access to these permissions. Safari will 
remember your settings for each website. To make changes to 
these settings, head to Settings > Safari and scroll down to the 
“Settings for Websites” section."
RELATED: How to Check Which Websites Can Access Your 
Location in Safari"
Reading List 
Sometimes you might visit a website or be sent a link to an 
interesting article that you simply don’t have time to read right 
now. It might even be a product website you want to explore, or 

a video hosted somewhere online. This is where Reading List 
comes in, allowing you to save websites for later."
You can access the “Add to Reading List” option via the long-
press menus that pop up when you hold your finger down on a 
link. This could be in Safari on a webpage, in a Messages 
window, and via the Share sheet in apps like Twitter. You can also 
use the Share button in Safari to access this option while the 
web page is open."

You’ll find all of these links accessible within Safari by tapping on 
the “Bookmarks” button in the bar at the bottom of the screen, 
then tapping on the Reading List tab (it looks like a pair of 
glasses). If you have a Mac or an iPad, your Reading List will 
sync between devices."
Tab Groups (and Shortcuts) 
Keeping tabs organized can be a real drag if you aren’t using 
Safari’s grouping features. This allows you to create labeled 
groups for tabs so you can recall and dismiss browsing sessions 
on demand."
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To set up your groups, launch Safari then tap on the tab view 
button in the bottom-right corner of the screen to display all of 
your tabs. From here, tap on the label at the bottom of the 
screen, it will say something like “10 Tabs” (depending on how 
many you have open)."

Now you can create a new empty tab group, or create a new tab 
group with all open tabs. Your main browsing session can be 
found at the top of this list, just above the “Private” label. Add a 
tab to a group by long-pressing the tab view button in the 
bottom-right corner of Safari. You can also move tabs en-masse 
to a new or existing tab group."
Private Browsing (and Shortcuts) 
Private browsing has many uses, the most obvious being not 
leaving a trail of websites you’ve visited in your history, cookies, 
or website data. But the feature is also useful for starting new 
sessions with websites that may have profiled you, like when 
you’re limited to five free articles on a news website and you’ve 
reached your limit."

You can access a private browsing session under the tab view 
button in the bottom-right corner of Safari. You can also quickly 
switch to and from your “Private” session by long-pressing this 
button. From your home screen, tap and hold Safari then choose 
“New Private Tab” to jump straight to a new tab in your “Private” 
session."
RELATED: How to Use Safari Private Browsing on an iPhone or iPad"
“Add to Home Screen” Web Apps 
Do you use any websites like a web app? Some services, like 
Xbox Cloud Gaming, must be launched in a browser window and 
Safari’s “Add to Home” option provides the most elegant method 
of doing so. Many websites function as if they were standalone 
apps, occupying a slot in the iPhone multitasker and lacking 
Safari’s UI."

Others operate as simple bookmarks you can launch from your 
home screen, which might not be to everyone’s taste but can be 
handy nonetheless."
RELATED: How to Add a Website to Your iPhone or iPad Home Screen"
AutoFill and Apple Pay 
You can speed up your checkout process by configuring your 
AutoFill settings under Settings > Safari > AutoFill. Here you can 
nominate your personal Contact entry in your address book to 
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pull in information like your address and other contact details, 
making it easier to complete purchases."
You can also use this menu to save your credit card information 
via the “Saved Credit Cards” option. Here you can add a new 
card, as well as get rid of any old ones that may have expired or 
been canceled."

Finally, there’s Apple Pay which will appear on supported 
websites. This allows you to check out in record time, letting you 
nominate a delivery address, shipping option, and contact details 
all from one tidy pop-up window. Head to Settings > Wallet & 
Apple Pay to add your card and get started."
RELATED: How to View Saved Credit Card Numbers in Safari on 
iPhone and iPad"
And Lastly… DuckDuckGo 
Being able to change your default search engine might not seem 
like a knockout feature, but there are all sorts of reasons to 
switch to DuckDuckGo. Not only does the search engine respect 
your privacy far more than Google, but it also lets you use 
“bangs” to limit your search to certain services (or even jump 
straight to Google if you need it)."

You can change your iPhone’s default search engine to 
DuckDuckGo under Settings > Safari > Search Engine."
More Safari Tips 
Safari is packed full of features that can make your life easier. 
With an iPhone or iPad running a modern version of Safari you 
can$download files, force your browser to ignore apps, store and 
access passwords, and block pop-up windows.(
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How to Use Parallels Desktop to run 
Windows 11 on M1 Macs. Excellent 
discussion on how to run Windows 11 on 
M1 Macs since Bootcamp is no longer 
available. cutt.ly/UZk9JEW."
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Lance Whitney posted the following article to cnet.com on 
August 1, 2022. cutt.ly/PZTDnxi. © CBS Interactive Inc. He is.a 
freelance writer for CNET News. 

Erase Embarrassing Typos: How 
to Edit, Unsend Texts on Your 
iPhone 
Sick of auto-correct fails? Accidentally press send on the wrong 
message? With iOS 16 and iPadOS 16, iPhone and iPad users 
can fix iMessage typos and even undo-send an entire message. 

By Lance Whitney 

How many times have you sent a text only to realize too late that 
it contained a mistake? Have you ever sent a text to the wrong 
person? If you're wishing there was a way to reverse all those 
autocorrect fails, Apple's latest version of iOS lets users edit and 
unsend messages."
There are some limitations to keep in mind, though. You only 
have 15 minutes to edit or unsend your message. These features 

also only work with iMessage, and not SMS or MMS messages, 
so conversations with Android users are not supported."
You also must be running iOS 16/iPadOS 16 or higher to gain 
access to these new features. The final version is expected in the 
fall, but you can sign up for the iOS 16 beta right now to try it 
out. Here’s how to edit or unsend a message."
How to Edit iMessage Texts 

Let's say you made a typo in the Messages app. You see the 
typo and want to correct it for yourself and the recipient. In iOS 
16, you can now long-press the text and tap the Edit option from 
the pop-up menu. Edit out the mistake and tap the checkmark to 
send the corrected version of your text."
The original message is then replaced with the corrected version, 
noting that it has been edited. If the recipient has not updated to 
the latest version of iOS, both the original text and the corrected 
version will appear with a notice that the message was edited.(
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Yoni Heisler posted the following article to bgr.com on May 31, 
2022. cutt.ly/4Zlaouw. © BGR Media,LLC. A lifelong Mac user 
and Apple expert, he has been writing about Apple and the tech 
industry at large for over 15 years. 

5 Hidden iPhone Features That 
Will Take iMessage To The Next 
Level 
By Yoni Heisler 

Apple’s iMessage app is one of the more popular chat 
applications in existence. And yet, there’s no denying that the 
iMessage feature set is curiously limited when compared to a 
range of rival chat platforms. Apple, however, is aware of this and 
is thankfully taking steps to bolster iMessage."
Starting a few years ago, Apple began adding some welcome 
new features to iMessage. And while Apple’s progress in this 
area is measured, it’s reassuring to know that Apple remains 
invested in improving the iMessage experience."
Below, we’ve compiled a list of the five coolest iMessage tips 
and tricks currently available in iOS 15."

Reply to a specific message with “inline replies” 
For as popular and ubiquitous as iMessage is, it still lacks many 
features that are common in other chat applications like 
WhatsApp. Apple, though, is slowly but surely playing catchup. 
One prime example of this involves inline replies."
Imagine, for example, a large group chat where people are 
exchanging messages at a rapid clip. If you want to respond to a 
message that was sent 12 chats prior, the lack of context will 
likely confuse others. With inline replies, you can respond to an 
earlier text while making it clear which text you’re responding to."
To use this iMessage feature, simply long-press on the message 
you’d like to reply to. Select the Reply button and then type your 
message."
Tag a friend in a group chat with this iMessage feature 
If you want to grab a specific person’s attention in a large group 
chat, iMessage makes it possible to tag them. To use this 
feature, start typing in the name of the person you want to tag in 
the response field. Make sure that the name you type is exactly 
the same as it appears in your contact list.$"
Upon doing so, you’ll see that their name changes color. If you 
subsequently click the name, you can tap on a contact card 
which will transform it into a blue tag. Now when the message is 
sent, the recipient will see a notification."
Filter out texts from scammers and unknown numbers 
When the frequency of scam calls started to skyrocket a few 
years ago, Apple thankfully implemented some new features 
designed to send calls from unfamiliar numbers straight to 
voicemail. And while scam text messages aren’t as ubiquitous as 
scam calls, there’s a similar feature in iMessage that allows users 
to filter out texts from unfamiliar numbers."
These messages are then collected into a separate and singular 
list that you can peruse at your leisure."
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To turn this feature on, go to Settings > Messages > Filter 
Unknown Senders. Toggle the setting into the on position and 
you’ll be good to go. You can see what messages show up here 
by opening up the Messages app and then selecting the 
“Unknown Senders” list. It’s worth noting that if you use services 
like Uber and Door Dash frequently, you may miss a lot of 
messages from couriers if you keep this setting turned on."
Spice up your texting with chat and screen e!ects 
Chat e%ects were first introduced back in iOS 11. While it’s a cool 
feature, it’s probably not as widely used as Apple hoped it would 
be. Still, if you’re hoping to add some flair to your texting, this is 
one iMessage feature worth highlighting."
With this iMessage feature, you can send text messages with a 
corresponding chat screen e%ect. You might want to do this for 
comedic e%ect or even to emphasize a particular point."
To get started, simply type out a message and long press on the 
upward-facing blue arrow key. Upon doing so, you’ll see a 
selection of screen e%ects to choose from. You’ve got Slam, 
Loud, Gentle, and Invisible Ink. Note that Invisible Ink keeps the 
message hidden until a user swipes to reveal it. The Gentle 
option sends over a text in a smaller font."
What’s more, if you bring up this chat e%ects menu, you’ll see an 
option to toggle to a screen e%ects menu. This houses options 
like Echo, Balloons, Spotlight, Lasers, Fireworks, and more."
Pin a conversation for easy access 
We’ve discussed this iMessage tip before but it’s worth revisiting 
on the o% chance you’re not familiar with it. Originally introduced 
as a feature in iOS 14, iMessage now lets you pin a conversation 
at the top of the chat queue. This is extremely useful if there’s a 
friend or group chat that you always want quick and easy access 
to."

This feature is also helpful if there’s a chat thread with important 
information that you need to reference often.$"
Pinning conversation at the top of your iMessage list is simple. 
All of you have to do is long-press on a conversation and an 
option to Pin the conversation should appear. From there, you’ll 
see this conversation at the top of the heap when you open up 
Messages."
Note that with this iMessage feature, you can pin multiple 
conversations.(
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Installing Anti-Virus Software Security is one of 
Apple’s big selling points. So macOS includes an app 
called XProtect to protect against malware, which 
means you don’t need to install a third-party antivirus on 
Mac. 
Aside from established and well-known antivirus apps, a 
lot of third-party antivirus apps are a threat themselves. 
It’s better to keep an eye out for them."
A third-party antivirus might be useful if you’re doing 
something particularly risky, but for everyday use, you 
don’t need to install anything extra. cutt.ly/KZE4iNt.
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Mark Ellis posted the following article to medium.com on June 
27, 2022. cutt.ly/6ZP4gZi. © MarkEllis Reviews. He is a UK-based 
freelance marketer, podcaster and blogger. 

How One Book Transformed My 
Relationship With Apple Notes 
Finally, I have a second brain! 

By Mark Ellis"
I am currently addicted to Building a Second Brain by Tiago 
Forte."
If you’ve not heard of this concept before, I’ll explain what a 
‘second brain’ is in a moment, but I’d like to first confirm that 
Forte’s book has completely transformed my relationship with 
Apple Notes — in one weekend."
It’s the guide I didn’t know I needed. More impressively, it’s a 
guide that has revealed just how bad I’ve been at note-taking for 
my entire adult life."
Building a Second Brain has also indirectly confirmed how useful 
Apple Notes can be, and why the approach Apple has taken with 
the app’s development is anything but lackluster. In fact, I think 
they’ve completely nailed it."

Oh, and I’m in no way a&liated with Tiago (or his book) and this 
blog post isn’t sponsored. I’m just a massive fan already."
Let’s dig in!"
What is a second brain? 
If you’re like me, you’ve probably got notes scattered 
everywhere. I’ve talked about this a fair bit in the past; my notes 
are strewn across Apple Notes, Notability, and, occasionally, 
traditional pen and paper."
5 Reasons I Switched to Apple Notes (and abandoned Evernote) 
What’s your note-taking app of choice? medium.com  "
As a result, I rarely benefit from the notes I’m taking. I’ll jot down 
thoughts, grab clips from websites, take photos of stu% that 
inspires me, and note down the salient points from each meeting 
I attend."
But I rarely do anything with this stu%. It just lies in whatever form 
it was taken, dormant, unloved, and in no way capable of 
benefitting my business or personal growth."
Tiago Forte thinks he has the answer to this, and he calls it the 
‘second brain’. It’s one of those blindingly simple concepts that 
you wish you’d known years ago and it revolves around four 
steps known as CODE:"

• Collect"
• Organise"
• Distill"
• Express"

The idea is that you make note-taking a habit. If something 
surprises or inspires, you note it down (i.e. collect), but don’t 
worry too much about why you’re writing it down — that comes 
later. Just file it away in your notes app to ensure that thought 
isn’t lost forever."
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Why do App Developers Do This? !It is SO close to becoming the 
perfect note-taking appmedium.com  "
Within your notes app (which is the vehicle for your second brain) 
Forte recommends using a system called ‘PARA’ to organize your 
notes. This encourages you to place each note in one of four 
areas: projects, areas, resources, or archives."
I won’t go into the specifics of CODE or PARA, because I’ll only 
butcher their definitions, but su&ce to say they both result in a 
note-taking and filing system that immediately makes sense. 
Rather than simply taking notes and either leaving them 
disorganized or chucked into category folders, they’re saved 
based on actionability."
Why I needed a second brain 
Like most businesses, Mark Ellis Reviews consists of many 
concurrent projects, processes, strategies, and goals. I’m pretty 
good at keeping track of those things in Notion and TickTick, but 
I’ve always struggled when it comes to knowledge management."
Why I Uninstalled Things 3 From Every Apple Device I Own 
Yeah… I’ve switched to-do list apps again medium.com  "
It’s one of those things that I’ve always known to be an issue, but 
which I’ve never bothered to sort out. Reorganizing my notes and 
adjusting the way I take notes has felt like a herculean task until 
now. Where to start? What to do with all of those historic notes? 
Which app should I use? How can I compile both hand-written 
and typed notes?"
Despite this, I’ve always loved the thought of being a productive 
note-taker. The idea of having a wealth of knowledge filed away 
that I can call on at any time is inspiring. But the reality is quite 
di%erent; like so many people, I write stu% down, save interesting 
webpages, and make lists — and then fail to do anything with 
any of that stu#."

Within the first few minutes of reading Forte’s book, I knew he 
was onto something; it looked like he had an answer for my note-
taking woes."
I just needed an app to help me design my second brain."
Using Apple Notes for your second brain 
I’ve tried lots of notes apps, but I always seem to come back to 
Apple Notes."
For instance, I was an Evernote user for several years, but that 
app became incredibly bloated as it was continually 
overdeveloped. Note-taking, by its very purpose, should be as 
simple, lightweight, and frictionless as possible — Evernote 
became the antithesis of that for me."
The team behind Apple Notes understands this concept. Yes, it 
has taken a rather long time for them to grant it the features that 
countless third-party apps implemented many years ago, but 
that’s what Apple does. The lovely thing about Notes is that it 
has just the right amount of features to make it the perfect 
second brain."
Why Hasn’t Apple Updated Any of These Products? And which 
one are you waiting for? medium.com  "
Apple Notes allows you to create multiple folders and nested 
folders, which is pretty much all you need to get going with a 
second brain. The notes themselves start life as simple pieces of 
text that can be formatted and which can expand to include 
images, web clippings, tables, and checklists, if you want."
More importantly, Apple Notes o%ers all of the capture tools I 
need. I can create Quick Notes no matter where I am within iOS, 
iPadOS, or macOS, add notes that reference specific passages 
of text on a webpage, and Siri has me covered when my hands 
are tied."
I’m traditionally a very light Siri user, and barely ever use 
dictation. However, this might change, big time, thanks to the 
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forthcoming improvements to dictation announced at WWDC 
and my Forte-inspired desire to capture every useful idea and 
thought."
This Is My Beta Test Plan For July! WWDC has got me very 
excited indeed… medium.com  "
Apple Notes was the obvious choice for my second brain, and I’d 
recommend you start there if you’re keen on building one 
yourself."
How I’ve configured my second brain 
I’ll dive into this a little deeper after I’ve spent more time with my 
second brain, but here’s a glimpse of how I’ve configured it thus 
far in Apple Notes."
My second brain consists of six areas:"
This is how I’m using them:"

• Notes: my inbox for all new notes, 
which are sorted and filed away at a 
later date."
• Projects: contains folders for notes 
pertaining to each of my currently active 
projects."
• Areas: contains folders for ongoing 
responsibilities which have no definitive 
end date or goal, but which are vitally 
important to the business (finance, the 
studio, admin — that kinda stu%)."
• Resources: contains folders for 
topics in which I’m interested and want 

to learn more about (audio production, marketing, books to 
read — that kinda stu%)."

• Archives: every project or note that has been completed 
or which is no longer needed gets shoved in here."

• Journal: this is where my new daily(ish) journalling routine 
takes place."

Before creating these folders in Notes, I deleted a huge number 
of legacy notes I no longer needed. I’d recommend doing that if, 
like me, Notes has always been your dumping ground for 
takeaway orders, window blind measurements, and shopping 
lists."
Next, I embarked on the surprisingly simple task of organising 
the remaining notes into the folders that made the most sense."
Simple, right? Admittedly, the di%erence between Areas and 
Resources has taken a bit of figuring out, but as noted earlier 
(excuse the pun), I’ll return with more thoughts on how this 
second brain configuration performs day-to-day."
Final thought 
I feel so much more organized already. Tiago Forte has inspired 
me to get serious about building my own personal knowledge 
bank and to finally become a better note-taker."
I think Apple Notes will be the perfect second brain tool for the 
foreseeable future. Combined with Notability and my iPad mini 
(the handwritten notes from which can be easily sent into Notes), 
I feel ready to conquer what remains of 2022."
Why I Returned to the iPad mini for Note-Taking Nice try, 
reMarkable… medium.com  "
Are you going to build your own second brain? Do you have one 
already? Get involved in the comments!"
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Mark Ellis posted the following article to markellisreviews.com on 
July 30, 2022. cutt.ly/oXJAraj. © MarkEllis Reviews. He is a UK-
based freelance marketer, podcaster and blogger. 

Does Apple Notes Work as a 
Second Brain? 
By Mark Ellis 

A few weeks ago, I revealed that I had fallen hook, line, and 
sinker in love with Tiago Forte’s idea of a Second Brain. His book 
has completely transformed my approach to note-taking and 
personal knowledge management."
This is surprising considering that I’m still only half of the way 
through the book (newborn/crazy business/upcoming holiday – 
you name it)."
However, I think one of the toughest parts of adopting the 
second brain methodology is finding the right tool for the meat of 
the job, which is note-taking."
After an admittedly short period of deliberation, I decided to go 
for Apple Notes, and it really has served me pretty well – even if 
there are a few frustrations during these early days of second 
brain building."

If you’re considering Apple Notes for your second brain, I’ve got 
some thoughts."
Why I chose Apple Notes 
The battle of the note-taking app for my second brain was 
between two contenders: Notion and Apple Notes (I’ve long 
since abandoned Evernote)."
Notion came close. It’s a platform I use to run the entire 
production side of this business. My videos, blog posts, 
sponsors, review units, and even annual goals are all tracked, 
managed, and kept in order within this brilliant app."
But Notion felt a bit cumbersome for the note-taking element of 
my second brain. Forte makes it clear that the key to success lies 
in your ability to quickly capture ideas, thoughts, and inspiration. 
Doing that in Notion isn’t as quick as it is in Apple Notes – it’s as 
simple as that."
This is, really, the only reason Notes won the battle. It is nowhere 
near as fully-featured or as connected as Notion, but it does 
provide that instant ability to add notes, no matter how I decide 
to input them."
Pros of Apple Notes as a second brain 
Simplicity really is the order of the day for an e&cient second 
brain. Anything that gets in the way of your notes database is a 
threat to your productivity, e&ciency, and ability to complete 
projects."
This brings me to the biggest benefit of using Apple Notes for a 
second brain – it is ridiculously simple. Too simple, for some 
users, I’m sure – but for someone who doesn’t want to be 
distracted by endless options, UI elements, and integrations, 
Apple Notes is a$winner."
As you probably know by now, I’m also firmly wedged within the 
four walls of Apple’s garden, and that’s another upside to using 
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Notes. It’s accessible on all of my devices (bar the Apple Watch, 
although that can be used as an input method via Siri) and the 
syncing between those devices is the best I’ve encountered."
Simple, synced, and entirely Apple-centric. That’ll do thanks, 
Tim!"
Cons of Apple Notes as a second brain 
Apple Notes isn’t a perfect second brain, and I’m pretty sure it 
won’t be right for power users."
While I’ve been building my second brain in Apple Notes and 
actively using it to take notes on a daily basis, these are some of 
the frustrations I’ve encountered:"

• There’s no highlight tool. Highlighting is a key strategy 
used by Forte to ‘distill’ his notes into something more 
digestible at quick glance. In Apple Notes, the only other 
option is to bold and underline your passages – not great."

• It quickly becomes unwieldy. One of the biggest 
advantages of Apple Notes is also its downfall. Because it’s 
so easy to get stu% in there, you’ll quickly end up with a 
huge bunch of notes that need sorting. This is a challenge 
for any note-taking app, but there’s something about Apple 
Notes that makes it all too easy to let that stu% build up and 
become a mess."

• You can’t share notes. One of the most perplexing 
omissions from Apple Notes’ share sheet is the ability to 
grab a public URL for sharing. I appreciate there are privacy 
concerns here, but plenty of other apps manage this with 
encryption and password management."

• You can’t interlink notes. If I’d chosen Notion as my 
second brain, I’d have been able to link notes to other 
notes in a variety of ways. In Apple Notes you can’t do this, 
at all; each note is very much contained within its own silo, 

which is starting to become a bit irritating within my second 
brain."

Despite the gripes above, I’m going to stick with Apple Notes. 
The upsides vastly outweigh the niggles, and I’m pretty sure 
Apple will continue to add the missing functionality, as it has 
been doing so consistently each year at WWDC."
I just wish they’d hurry up a bit!"
Final thought 
Note-taking apps are very personal things. What works for me 
might not work for you, and it could well be that Apple Notes is 
just too simple for your requirements."
If so, there are so many other options out there. But, if you’re 
building your second brain from the ground up like me, and don’t 
want any form of complexity, Apple Notes is a huge winner. If 
you’re an Apple person. Obviously."
You can find out how I’ve built my second brain in this original 
article.(
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Robin Harris posted the following article to zdnet.com on July 29, 
2022. cutt.ly/MZRvpdj. . © CBS Interactive. He is Chief Analyst at 
TechnoQWAN LLC, a storage research and consulting firm. He 
focuses on emerging technologies, products, companies, and 
markets.  

M1 MacBook Air Long-Term 
Review: a Year Later, Here's 
What I Wish I'd Known 
The price and performance of Apple Silicon is excellent, but it's 
not all unicorns and rainbows. Before you buy the 2-year-old M1 
MacBook Air, here's what you should know from a long-term 
user. 

By Robin Harris 
Apple recently launched the 2022 refresh of its lightest MacBook, 
but the 2020 version, with its M1 chipset, is still going strong for 
me. I bought a gold 8GB/256/7 core GPU MacBook Air in early 
January 2021, making it a year and a half of ownership since 
then. The MacBook Air form factor has always been my favorite 
-- the early '90s HP Omnibook 300 spoiled me for any notebook 
over three pounds -- and I've owned a half-dozen since the 2nd 
generation SSD version."
This review on the 2020 MacBook Air is written from my 
perspective as an analyst and a writer. I do lots of research, and I 
commonly have two dozen or more open browser tabs, plus 
Mail, Messages, Preview, and a dozen more apps open. I also 
edit videos and make video calls, but I keep 25TB of storage 
attached to a desktop iMac for bigger projects. After spending a 
year and some with the M1 MacBook Air, here's what I wish I had 
known before buying one."
Also:$The 6 best Macs: Is the Mac Studio or MacBook Pro right 
for you?"

First, the good news 
If you spend hours daily banging away at a keyboard, you'll want 
to consider these favored models."
I had a 64GB 12.9" iPad Pro with Magic keyboard as my mobile 
workstation for over a year. Performance and battery life were 
great, with no fan noise, and ran almost every app I needed."
But the MacBook Air does all that and more, in a lighter and less 
costly package. Better performance. Two times the memory and 
four times the storage. Dead quiet. Great battery life. Larger 
trackpad and display. Flexible multitasking and window layout. 
Excellent I/O options with Thunderbolt 3 and USB 4."
But depending on how you prefer to work, there are some real 
deficits. No Apple Pencil. No touch screen. No Face ID. No 4k 
camera. No snapping o% the tablet from the keyboard."
None of these are deal killers for me, but they might be for you. I 
do miss Face ID, but thanks to the Air's Touch ID and Watch 
unlocking, not much."
Now for specifics."
No regrets with 8GB memory 
Apple charges an exorbitant $25/GB for RAM. However, the 
excellent performance of the 4GB, 2020$ iPad Pro gave me the 
confidence to buy the 8GB MacBook Air."
One day I wanted to see what it would take to overwhelm 8GB of 
RAM, so I left every app, window, and tab open all day. Safari 
and Firefox each with a dozen tabs open, Mail, Messages, 
Preview, Calendar, one or more Notes apps, Scrivener, and Final 
Cut Pro, and utilities, including Copyclip, iStat Menus, Magnet, 
Default Folder, Typinator, Thesaurus, and a VPN."
Also: Best iPad: Which model should you buy?"
After several hours of adding load, I started seeing beach balls. 
All it took was killing a few unused apps to settle things down."
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I interpret this casual test to mean that for other than all-day, 
heads-down Pro users, 8GB of RAM is plenty. If you're using the 
MacBook Air to make money, then splurge on 16GB."
Everyone else, save your pennies. Considering that the 13-inch 
2020 MacBook Pro performance is essentially identical, and its 
other specs -- 20% brighter screen, slightly better mics, 12% 
faster graphics, another couple of hours of battery life (with four 
ounce (110gm) more weight), the Touch Bar -- it isn't worth the 
20% to 30% cost uplift to me. Maybe it is to you."
I'll have another money-saving tip in a future piece. Stay tuned."
The not-so-good news 
Despite all the goodness of the MacBook Air, there are issues. I'll 
save the worst for last."
iOS apps and games 
The best laptops: Our recommended models for every use case 
and platform"
The iOS apps that are available on macOS work pretty well. For 
example, the iOS video editor LumaFusion works well and costs 
a fraction of FCP X."
If iOS games are your happy place, you'll find that touch 
interfaces don't transfer well to a trackpad and keyboard. Keep 
your iPad for gaming."
Kernel extensions 
Changing security settings to add kernel extensions is a pain. 
Kernel extensions now require a reboot or two and some non-
obvious navigation. It'll get harder as Apple enhances macOS 
security."

Screen brightness eats battery life 
This is an FYI nit, or nits. Apple Silicon sips power, but today's 
LED backlights don't. If you crank the display up full, there's a 
noticeable -- 2-3 hour -- reduction in battery life. Better than Intel 
MacBooks, but this is why Apple is pushing micro-LED 
backlighting."
Backups may not work at all 

This is something that pros especially should be aware of: 
bootable backups are possible, but if your internal SSD 
completely dies, that bootable backup will fail too. I'm still 
investigating the issue, and Apple doesn't have a clear statement 
of direction, but this may mean the end of third-party backup 
utilities."
Also: How to easily connect an internal SSD to a USB-C port on 
your PC or Mac"
The workaround? A second Mac. Suboptimal, but it works. (
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Zaid-WrittenMastery posted the following article to medium.com 
on July 28, 2022. cutt.ly/HZP47hh 

5 Tips To Make If You Want To 
Boost The Privacy Of Your Mac 
Even though Macs are known for their security, you still need to 
make some changes to stay as private as you can be 

By Zaid - WrittenMastery 
Introduction 
Even though Macs are known for their security, you still need to 
make some changes to stay as private as you can be. Privacy 
takes e%ort and time to make sure you’re not at risk. It doesn’t 
matter which device you use."
In this article, you’ll learn tips to strengthen the privacy of your 
Mac."
Introduction 
Even though Macs are known for their security, you still need to 
make some changes to stay as private as you can be. Privacy 

takes e%ort and time to make sure you’re not at risk. It doesn’t 
matter which device you use."
In this article, you’ll learn tips to strengthen the privacy of your 
Mac."
Use a privacy filter 
Most people work in public places such as co%ee shops or co-
working spaces."
This comes at a risk. You could be connecting to an insecure 
WIFI network or someone may be reading what's on your screen 
by looking over your shoulder."
If this is an issue for you try installing a privacy filter on your 
screen. Anyone who isn’t facing straight at your screen won’t be 
able to read anything. It’s like a screen protector but you can only 
view things from a certain angle."
Use a password 
This is the easiest thing to do if you want to make your Mac 
private."
When choosing a password it’s a good idea to never use a 
password you’ve used before. You should create a strong 
password that isn’t easy to guess."
To set a password for your Mac, follow these steps:"

• ! Click the Apple logo on the top left of the screen"
• ! System Preferences > Security & Privacy"
• ! Click on General"
• ! Click the padlock in the lower left corner to make changes 

and click change password"
• ! Type in your old password, new password and password 

hint"
• ! Select Change Password in the popup"
• ! Click the padlock again to confirm the changes"
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If you are the type of person who forgets passwords, try setting 
up TouchID. This works for a few Mac models."
Link all your devices using Airdrop 
You’re able to send files from one device to another using 
Airdrop."
It’s possible that you’ll see another user's Mac with a similar 
name as yours. This would be a good idea to change the Airdrop 
name of your Mac."
This way you’ll avoid sending files to the wrong person."
Change your Mac name 
Many people set up their Mac for the first time and never change 
its name."
Displaying your first name isn’t really a big deal. However, having 
your full name can lead to people stalking you on social media. 
It’s easy to change the name of your Mac."
Follow these steps:"

• ! Click the Apple logo on the left-hand side of the menu bar"
• ! Select system preferences"

• ! Click the sharing icon"
• ! Delete Mac's current name"
• ! Enter new name"
• ! Close sharing window"

Turn on disk encryption 
If you want to prevent hackers from viewing the contents of your 
harddrive without your consent then you need to enable full disk 
encryption. macOS has an encryption feature called FileVault."
If you want to know if FileVault is enabled, follow these steps:"

• ! Click the Apple icon in n upper left-hand corner"
• ! System preferences > security & privacy"
• ! Click FileVault"
• ! Uncheck the padlock to enable FileVault"
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"
Limit app permissions 
Apps are great for productivity."
But many of the apps come at a price. That is how much 
personal information we allow them access to."
This is why you should check your app permissions to see that 
no apps have access to your camera or microphone."
To check which apps you have given permission, follow these 
steps:"

• ! Click the Apple icon in the top left-hand corner"
• ! System preferences & privacy"
• ! Click privacy"
• ! Uncheck the padlock to make changes"
• ! Scan each category on the left-hand side"

• ! Adjust each app’s permissions"
• ! Click the padlock to save your changes"

App permissions are di%erent to each user. You may want to use 
apps that others won’t. It’s all up to you. (
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Damir Mujezinovic posted the following article to makeuseof.com 
on July 27, 2022 cutt.ly/YZUcrsW. © Makeuseof.com He is a 
freelance writer and reporter whose work focuses on 
cybersecurity 

5 Reasons to Ditch Google 
Chrome for the Brave Browser 
Chrome may still be the most popular browser by far, but its 
security concerns make Brave look much better in comparison. 

By Damir Mujezinovic 

Google's Chrome is by far the most popular browser in the 
world, but there are plenty of better options when it comes to 
security and privacy."
Brave, a free and open source browser that has surged in 
popularity in recent years, is definitely superior to Chrome in this 
regard—and it's got a bunch of cool features Chrome lacks."
If you want to stay secure and keep your privacy online, you 
should absolutely consider ditching Chrome for Brave. Here are 
five reasons why."

1. Brave Automatically Blocks Trackers and Ads 

By default, Brave provides much stronger privacy protections 
than Chrome because it automatically blocks trackers, cross-site 
cookies, and advertisements."
By simply clicking the Brave Shields icon in the address bar of 
any page you visit, you can easily check what the browser is 
blocking at any given moment."
If you just load a random YouTube video and click the Shields 
icon, you'll notice Brave blocking at least a dozen trackers—and 
observe it adding more in real-time."
And if you want to tinker with the settings, just click Advanced 
Controls in the Shields pop-up menu. Here, you can enable 
aggressive blocking of trackers and ads, scripts, and cookies."
Needless to say, this isn't just about privacy. Hackers often 
deploy malware through ads, and visiting even perfectly 
legitimate sites via Chrome without an ad blocker will expose you 
to unnecessary risk."
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2. Brave Has Built-In Tor Connectivity 

Tor, short for The Onion Router, is a secure and encrypted 
protocol that obscures a user's information by routing tra&c 
through a series of di%erent servers."
Most dark web users typically access this protocol via its o&cial 
browser, the Tor Browser, but you can also access it via Brave. To 
access Tor in Brave, navigate to the Brave menu and select New 
Private Window with Tor. Alternatively, you can press 
Alt+Shift+N on your keyboard."
Of course, one can always use Chrome for daily internet activity 
and the Tor Browser on special occasions, but why do that when 
you can do both via Brave, stay safe and preserve your privacy 
simultaneously?"
However, we'd like to quickly point out that the Tor protocol is 
neither 100 percent safe nor 100 percent anonymous—nothing is
—so make sure to have good anti-malware installed, use a VPN, 
and follow basic security protocols."

3. Brave Protects Against Fingerprinting 

Browser fingerprinting is an umbrella term used to describe the 
various techniques websites use to identify and track users."
People often confuse website cookies with fingerprinting and 
believe blocking cookies and installing extensions is enough to 
enhance protection and privacy. In reality, cookies and browser 
fingerprinting are two completely di%erent things."
Fingerprinting works by collecting user data through scripts. 
These scripts work in the background and collect information 
about your device, browser, and operating system. They also 
help third parties learn where you are, which extensions you have 
installed, and where you go online."
But how do Chrome and Brave compare when it comes to 
fingerprinting?"
Brave automatically blocks fingerprinting, and the user can easily 
enable aggressive blocking via the Shields menu."
Chrome, on the other hand, does nothing. Sure, you could try 
and find an extension designed to obscure your online 
fingerprint, but simply installing Brave and letting it do its thing 
seems like a much better and more convenient option."
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4. Brave Is Not Big Tech 

In 2020, as The New York Times reported, the U.S. Justice 
Department described Google as a tech giant with a monopoly 
over online search engines and the ads appearing in search 
results."
Tech enthusiasts and privacy advocates have been saying the 
same for years, pointing to Google's data collection practices as 
evidence."
The fact that Chrome is a product of Google should be enough to 
give any privacy-conscious person pause about using it, but 
even if you are not opposed to Big Tech on principle, learning 
how much Chrome knows about you will make you think twice 
about using it."
Brave is pretty much the exact opposite of Chrome. It is an 
open-source browser that primarily focuses on protecting user 
privacy. It collects no data about its users and makes money via 
advertising, but there is a twist: only users who opt-in to view 
ads view them, and they can earn money in Basic Attention 
Token (BAT) doing it."

5. Brave Upgrades Connections to HTTPS and Bypasses 
AMP 

Unlike Chrome, Brave automatically updates all connections to 
HTTPS."
The HTTP protocol is a major security risk since it sends 
requests and responses in plain text, meaning anyone can read 
and access them. HTTPS is much safer because it uses 
encryption, making it virtually impossible for threat actors, or 
anyone else for that matter, to read requests."
AMP (Accelerated Mobile Pages) are web pages automatically 
cached by Google and served from its servers. Google claims 
that its AMP project aims to improve website performance, but 
that's not all there is to it."
AMPs are not just harmful to privacy but also bad for security 
and allow Google to collect additional data. As of April 2022, 
Brave automatically de-AMPs every page on the internet."
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Chrome vs. Brave: How Do They Compare? 

Chrome collects all sorts of data about you, primarily via cookie 
tracking. According to Chrome's privacy policy, this includes 
browsing history, records of what you download, login 
information, location information, server log information, and 
more."
To Google's credit, there are ways to manage data collection in 
Chrome, primarily by changing the default settings and installing 
privacy-focused extensions. Plus, there are plenty of useful 
Chrome extensions out there, with ad blockers being an absolute 
must."
But why go through all that trouble, compromise on security, and 
still risk Google collecting your data when you can simply just 
install Brave, which does pretty much everything you'd want a 
browser to do out-of-the-box?"
If Chrome was faster, prettier, and easier to use than Brave, then 
one would perhaps face an actual dilemma. But, that is just not 
the case. Brave is about twice as fast as Chrome, much safer, 
more private, intuitive, easy to use, minimalist, and highly 
customizable."

Chome's Security Concerns Have Made Brave Successful 
In conclusion, Brave may have a long way to go before it 
surpasses Chrome in popularity, but it has attracted millions of 
privacy-conscious users for legitimate reasons."
You may still prefer Chrome for valid reasons, but at least you 
now know what you're getting yourself into. As long as you have 
the proper security measures in place, we won't blame you for 
using Google's web browser.(
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The following article was posted to osxdaily.com on July 25, 
2022. cutt.ly/IZI6PNW. © OSX Daily. Try the site. Lots of tips and 
good info. 

How to Make Mac Cursor Bigger 

Some Mac users may want the cursor size on the Mac screen to 
be larger, making it easier to see."
Whether you’re having a di&cult time seeing the Mac cursor on 
your screen as you move the mouse or trackpad around, or you 
just would prefer a bigger cursor pointer in general, you can 
manually change the cursor size in MacOS rather easily."
How to Make the Mac Cursor / Pointer Larger 
This applies to all modern versions of MacOS, including macOS 
Ventura, Monterey, and macOS Big Sur:"
1. Go to the * Apple menu and go to “System Preferences” / 

Settings"
2. Choose “Accessibility”"
3. Go to “Display”"
4. Adjust the slider next to ‘Pointer Size’ to the desired setting, 

you will instantly see the di%erence of the cursor sizes"

5. Exit out of System Preferences when finished"
If at any point you decide the larger cursor size does not work for 
you, you can always go back to the original, or change it again, 
simply by returning to the System Preferences as described 
above."
The ability to adjust cursor size has been possible for a while on 
the Mac with Accessibility options, but in the latest versions of 
MacOS the setting is in a di%erent location than in prior versions 
of Mac OS X system software. Sometimes Apple switches things 
up and moves settings around, however, so it’s worth covering 
these types of things when they change.(
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Ankur Thakur posted the following article to idownloadblog.com 
on July 30, 2022. cutt.ly/gZSmt4H. © iDownloadBlog.com He 
has been an Apple user for over seven years. At iDB, Ankur 
primarily focuses on iPhone, Apple Watch, AirPods, and Mac 
tips, guides, how-tos, and fixes. [Editor - Most images removed.] 

How To Stop Email Tracking In 
Gmail and the Mail app on 
iPhone, iPad, Mac 
By Ankur Thakur % 
Companies want you to sign up for their email updates or 
newsletters. Tracking user behavior via email is an age-old 
practice and compromises your security and privacy. To prevent 
this, here’s how to stop email tracking in Gmail (the world’s 
most popular email service) and the Apple Mail app on iPhone, 
iPad, and Mac."
How email tracking works! 
Email marketing services, corporations, newsletter providers, 
etc., use email tracking to better understand your preferences 
and show targeted ads that are relevant and bring conversion 
(that is, you interact with the mentioned product or service and 
buy them)."
They do this by using invisible tracking pixels in the email’s 
images (or web links). When the receiver opens the email, the 
hidden tracking pixels pass on the information to the marketer 
that you opened the email or clicked the link. These can also 
share other information about your email activity, plus pass on 
your computer/device details, IP address, location, add or read 
browser cookies, and more."
How to stop email tracking in Gmail 

The two primary ways to access Gmail are via a web browser on 
a computer and the o&cial app on iOS or Android."
Besides checking the email images for harmful software, Gmail 
automatically blocks the images if it thinks the sender or the 
message is suspicious and asks you if you want to see the 
images in the email. However, you can strengthen your privacy 
by setting Gmail to always ask before displaying external images 
in the email (remember, images have hidden tracking pixels)."
After this, you can allow loading email images from senders you 
trust. Rest all emails, won’t load the images, and thus no hidden 
tracking pixels will get to work!"
Gmail on the web 
Follow these steps to prevent email tracking in Gmail on the web:"

1. Visit mail.google.com and make sure you’re signed in."
2. Click the gear icon from the top right and pick See all 

settings."

3. Scroll down the General section and check the box for Ask 
before displaying external images."

4. Go to the bottom and click Save Changes$> Continue."
From now on, Gmail won’t load images inside emails. To see 
email images from trusted or desired senders, click Display 
images below."
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Gmail app on iOS and Android 

Here’s how to stop email tracking in the Gmail mobile app:"
1. Open the o&cial Gmail app and tap the hamburger icon 

(three short lines) from the top left."
2. Choose Settings."
3. Select the email account from the top."
4. Choose$Images."
5. Select Ask before displaying external images."

As stated, you’ll no longer see images in the emails. If you wish 
to see them, go inside an email and tap Display images."
How to prevent email tracking in the Apple Mail app 
Mail Privacy Protection in the Mail app on Apple devices does a 
recommendable job by “hiding your IP address and loading 
remote content privately in the background.” This is enabled by 
default and should be enough for most users. Still, if preferred, 
you can block all remote content in the emails you receive on the 
email accounts/email services added to the Mail app. After this, 
the Mail app won’t automatically load and display images in your 
emails. In case you trust an email sender and wish to see the 
images, you have the easy option to load and view the images."
iPhone or iPad 
Follow these steps to get yourself out of email tracking in the iOS 
Mail app:"

1. Open Settings on iPhone or iPad and tap Mail."
2. Tap Privacy Protection."
3. Turn o% Protect Mail Activity, and it will show two options."

4. Turn on Block All Remote Content. Hide IP Address 
should be enabled by default, and I recommend keeping it 
that way."

From now on, you won’t see external images inside your emails. 
If you wish to view them on a per-case basis, tap Load All 
Images from the top of an opened email."
Mac 

These steps will help prevent email tracking inside the Mail app 
on Mac:"

1. Open the macOS Mail app and press Command + Comma 
(,) keys to see its preferences."

2. Click Privacy."
3. Uncheck Protect Mail Activity."
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4. Check Block All Remote Content. Plus, leave Hide IP 
Address checked."

From here on out, Mac’s Mail app won’t load remote images. 
When you open an email with external images, it will show a 
banner on the top. If you trust the sender or wish to see the 
pictures, simply click Load Remote Content, and it will refresh 
the email with all its images."

"

AI and Humans 
Pine Green 
By Kathy Garges 
Gather your favorite colors of drawing pencils, 

pastels or crayons. This month’s blog is about map coloring, a 
puzzle both deep and fun."
The goal is to make a map easier to understand with color 
contrast, by making sure no two adjacent areas have the same 
color. For this purpose, ignore areas that don’t share a border 
and meet only at a single point, a vertex. 

An outline map of the states of the United States is a good entry 
for exploring this puzzle. See the links at the end of this blog for 
a printable map and an online interactive map. 

What do you think is the minimum number of colors needed for 
the United States map? Any map? Hint: The answer to each 
question is less than 10. These minimum numbers were easy to 
determine but hard to prove mathematically. In 1976, University 
of Illinois mathematicians finally reported a proof based on more 
than a thousand hours of high-speed computer computations. 

It may seem like an easy matter to complete the puzzle. Most 
people start by coloring one state, examining adjacent states one 
by one and coloring each, always using contrasting colors, and 
so on, working outwards, paying attention to using the minimum 
number of colors. It’s always possible to make an error, which is 
why an easily-changed interactive map is useful. 

Devising even a classic computer algorithm to solve a map 
coloring puzzle turns out to be computationally complex, 
however. Some maps have many more than fifty regions, too 
many to solve manually. One of the simplest computer solutions 
is a classic search algorithm that starts by randomly assigning 
colors to every state and then examines each border to identify 
where adjacent colors are the same and changes one."
A typical artificial intelligence hill climbing algorithm is similar, but 
it zeros in on borders with same adjacent colors and makes sure 
when changing a color that the new color does not create more 
conflicts than the old one.  Both the classic and AI algorithms 
add another color as needed. Due to the computational 
complexity of map coloring, both are at risk of failing to complete 
a puzzle or getting trapped in a local minimum. A local minimum 
is like skiing down a mountain and ending up in a deep valley 
halfway down instead of at the after-ski bu%et at the bottom. 

Physicists at Harvard University recently reported a 
demonstration of a quantum algorithm for solving map coloring 
puzzles. It will use individual atoms trapped in optical tweezers to 
represent the regions on a map when such hardware becomes 
available, but for now it’s a simulation on a non-quantum 
computer. They found that the quantum algorithm is still subject 
to local minimum problems but should be speedier than classic 
or AI algorithms. 

Map coloring problems can also appear in other forms — graph 
coloring, constraint satisfaction, vertex coloring, edge coloring — 
all under the broader category called the maximal independent 
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set (MIS) problem in graph theory. There are many everyday 
applications, including making a schedule or timetable without 
participant conflicts (such as a work meeting or student final 
exam), assigning mobile radio frequencies to avoid overlap 
among towers at the same location, and solving the number 
game Sudoku. 

The proof for the minimum number of needed map contrast 
colors was the first major computer-aided mathematical proof, so 
it seems appropriate that map coloring can now be used to 
compare and contrast computer problem-solving methods: 
classic algorithms, AI, and quantum. But what is the distinction? 
How does each compare to human intelligence? Are these 
significantly di%erent ways of approaching or formulating a 
problem, or of coding software? Does one usually give better or 
faster results? Is it di%erent hardware that makes these 
categories important? Or are the di%erences insignificant, just the 
result of the timeline of human computer invention?"
These questions are for the rarefied air of computational theory. 
They suggest, however, that we should be prepared for a 
changing definition of artificial intelligence."
Sources and additional information:  

Free printable United States outline map: bit.ly/3Jmw8JH "
Free online interactive United States map: “Map Colouring,” 
Mathigon, bit.ly/3OzFen1 "
“Map-colouring problems,” Britannica, bit.ly/3vhOTrT "
“A Colorful Unsolved Problem” (with video) www.youtube.com/
watch?v=niaeV_NHh-o&t=412s"
Pankaj Sharma, “Graph Coloring Greedy Algorithm [O(V^2 + E) 
time complexity],” OpenGenus, bit.ly/3PUXiZV  "
“Graph coloring,”  Wikipedia, bit.ly/3PCN4xI "

Monika Schleier-Smith, “Solving a puzzle with atomic qubits,” 
Science, June 9, 2022, bit.ly/3BiOt8h "
S. Ebadi, et al., “Quantum optimization of maximum independent 
set using Rydberg atom arrays,” Science, May 5, 2022, bit.ly/
3PZgOET  
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